
Abstract: Through the cross-checking of the archaeological material, Field Notes 1931 and pub-

lished data, an attempt was made to establish the exact character and location of a feature mistak-

enly named as “base �9.3”. It was actually one of the pits which was, probably due to bigger daub

pieces and higher daub concentration, prematurely marked as a “base” – a term which in the

works of M. Vasi}, the first excavator of Vin~a, usually implies a rectangular structure at ground

level. Instead of being the base of a building, as suggested by the name, “base �9.3” turned to be a

pit from Vin~a culture, the digging of which partly disturbed the contents of the Star~evo tomb lo-

cated below.
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To date small finds from Vin~a have mostly been interpreted according to

the “mechanical” classification of the cultural strata (which at some points ex-

ceeds a depth of 9 m). Namely, the finds have been grouped in units solely on

the principle of the relative depth at which they were found. In other words, the

units, except for the pits dug into virgin soil and the stratum directly above the

pits (up to the depth of 8 m), represent the contents of 2 m thick, artificially sep-

arated, layers (Vasi} 1910; idem 1936b; idem 1936c). Vasi}’s methodological ap-

proach, which could be criticized from the modern archaeology point of view, is

also applied to closed-finds, i.e. artefacts from a sealed context, which, in addi-

tion to the modest scope of the published technical documentation, now allows

only tentative typological comparisons. As a result, most of the previous classifi-

cations of the Vin~a layers have been driven by the typological characteristics of

the finds, while many important issues – such as the shape, size and disposition

of architectural structures, the character of superposed settlements and social

and economic aspects – have remained out of focus.

Diverse methodological approaches and the scope and type of the avail-

able documents have resulted in different interpretations of the Neolithic set-

tlements at Vin~a (e.g. Koro{ec 1953; Chapman 1981; Stalio 1984). However,

agreement has been reached on a single issue: all researchers have accepted
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Vasi}’s assumption (1936a: 9) that the oldest settlement – unlike the later ones

which all had structures above ground level – was a “pit-dwelling” settlement.1

For instance, Koro{ec (1953) distinguishes 12 occupational horizons based on

the published archaeological plans with the marked relative stratigraphic

depths. Relying on the only published profile (Vasi} 1910: fig. 7), the data on

different relative depths of the virgin soil in the sections excavated in 1908 and

the campaigns in 1931 and 1934, and on two drawings in colour of profiles

without marked levels and without the definition of their positions inside the

excavated sections, Chapman (1981: 9) makes an attempt at reconstructing the

stratigraphy of Vin~a: he concludes that “11 periods (10 building levels and a

pit-level)” can be distinguished. Along the same lines, Stalio (Stalio 1984)

uses partly unpublished documentation trying not only to reconstruct the stra-

tigraphy of Vin~a, but also to present what each settlement looked like and

how it was organized. Her analysis has led her to the conclusion that there

were 9 building horizons at Vin~a (loc. cit.). However, on the site plans, the

structures remain almost completely unidentified – probably because of the in-

completeness of Vasi}’s documentation due to loss during the wars at the be-

ginning of 20th century wich has broken the connections between those parts of

the documentation which still exist.

Even a brief look at the documentation kept at the National Museum and

the Archaeological Collection of the Faculty of Philosophy in Belgrade reveals

the fact that establishing a connection between the field notes and the often

unmarked plans and photographs is not an easy or simple task. However, there

are still many possibilities of analysing the unpublished documentation and the

small finds in order to fill at least some gaps in our understanding of the epon-

ymous site of the Vin~a culture.

Such an approach is used to explain a feature known as “base �9.3”

(“osnova �9,3”), which, due to its character and position, should be taken into

consideration when the oldest settlement at Vin~a is being discussed, particu-

larly in the light of the still unclear relationship between dug-in and above-

-ground structures. furthermore, it seems that the clarifying of the stratigraphic

position and contents of that feature may allow better insight into the chrono-

logical and cultural relations between the Star~evo and Vin~a cultures at the

site of Vin~a.

It should be stressed that Vasi}’s field notes offer little information on

“base �9.3”. A few incomplete and sporadic remarks in some of Vasi}’s records

dealing with the various aspects of the Neolithic settlements at Vin~a (e.g. Vin~a

1932: 101, 118; idem 1936a: fig. 8) – should lead a careful reader to the conclu-

sion that “base �9.3” is, as far as stratigraphy is concerned, above a tomb with
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1 Although Vasi}’s term pit-dwelling was broadly accepted, the present author’s opinion is that

the named features were actually, in most cases, only simple pits, whose rims were recorded at a rela-

tive depth of 8.9–9.3 m (cf. Vasi} 1936a: fig. 8).



nine skeletons.2 By reconsidering the significance which Vasi} attributes to this

tomb in his interpretation of Vin~a (1932; idem 1936a; idem 1936c; idem 1948),

we have arrived at the tempting idea of using “base �9.3” to achieve a better un-

derstanding of the earliest stratigraphic and cultural contexts at Vin~a.3

The “base” at the depth of �9.3 m, that we assume can be identified with

the feature “base �9.3”, is mentioned in Vasi}’s works for the first time without

clear reference to a particular structure: “Rectangular bases, characteristic of

the upper layers above the pit-dwelling structures, have been noted at the depth

of �9.3 m, and the remains of kilns for the roasting of cinnabar at the depth of

�9.2 m provide evidence that, even at the time when the pit-dwelling structures

were occupied, kilns were used for processing cinnabar” (Vasi} 1932: 101, – note

that his view of “kilns for the roasting of cinnabar” was not accurate, and what

we actually had here were simply ovens for food processing). From these words

one may assume that at Vin~a there were several rectangular bases at the depth

of 9.3 m and several ovens at the depth of 9.2 m, and that the named features

were located in different sections of the excavated area. There is an additional

remark, but also without a clear reference to a particular “base �9.3”: “The pe-

ripheries of some pit-dwelling structures reach �9.1 m, but the remains of rect-

angular bases are found even at �9.3 m” (Vasi} 1936a: 14).

The lack of data dealing with the dimensions and exact positions of “base

�9.3”, opens several questions, especially in regard to Vasi}’s claims that

“pit-dwelling” (see note 1) structures and subsequent settlement with above-

-ground structures can be clearly distinguished in terms of stratigraphy and

chronology (1936a: 9). Let us stress that his claims have never been doubted or

disputed by later researchers (cf. Letica 1968; Chapman 1981; Schier 1996).

As we have already noted, a feature defined as “base �9.3” cannot be

found in any of the few of Vasi}’s archaeological plans and photographs avail-

able: neither on the plan of the surface structures, showing “the situation of ex-

cavated remains of buildings, excavation depth 6–9 m” (Vasi} 1936a: fig. 210) –

perhaps because it lay below �9.0 m – nor in the plan of the “pit-dwelling layer

9.0–11.4” (ibid.: fig. 209), perhaps because it was not considered a pit-dwelling,

but rather as a rectangular structure above the ground surface. Here we should

recall Vasi}’s argument that the pit-dwelling structures at Vin~a represent

“only the first temporary shelters”, which were “later, after a still undefined in-
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2 The tomb containing nine bodies, that actually belonged to Star~evo culture, was also known

by the erroneous names “ossuary”, “tomb with entrance hall – dromos” and “pit-dwelling Z” (Vasi}

1932: 26; idem 1936a: 9; idem 1936c: 150).

3 We should note that there is a stratigraphic profile obtained as the result of the excavation of a

Trial Trench in 1978–1980, near the so-called Vasi}’s “trench P/1934” (Stevanovi} and Jovanovi}

1996) close to the tomb. However, 1978–1980 excavations were not made exactly “along” the line of

Vasi}’s trench, because up to 2 m of the terrain at Vasi}’s profile actually collapsed between 1934 and

1978 (cf. ibid.: fig.1), so the important detail of the stratigraphy may be lost.



terval, replaced by rectangular buildings with flat floors” (1936a: 9). Accord-

ingly, all pit-like features, regardless of the portable finds which they con-

tained, were seen as “pit-dwellings” (see note 1) that were made simulta-

neously, and considered to be chronologically earlier than the above-ground

structures. This perhaps may be the reason why the supposedly rectangular

“base �9.3”, which in terms of its relative depth would belong to the layer of

pit-dwellings and thought to be contemporary with them, is not mentioned in

Vasi}’s later works. Nonetheless, at one point it is stated that it is not certain

whether the post-holes noted at �9.3 m belong to the layer of pit-dwelling

structures or the layer of rectangular buildings (Vasi} 1948: 101).

An additional detail helps clarify, at least to a certain extent, the problem

of the position of “base �9.3”. There is a figurine, said to have come from a

house base at �9.3 m “under which an ossuary [see note 2] was later detected”

(idem 1932: 118). This establishes an important spatial and stratigraphic rela-

tion between “base �9.3” and the tomb (erroneously denoted “ossuary”) that,

judging from its contents, belonged to Star~evo culture (Letica 1968; Gara-

{anin 1984). The position of the tomb is precisely defined (Vasi} 1936a: 9)

and it can be seen in archaeological plans from 1931 and 1934, showing the

rims of “pit-dwellings” noted at the loess level (ibid.: fig. 8, 209; cf. Nikoli}

2006: fig. 2). When the first volume of Prehistoric Vin~a (Vasi} 1932) was being

written, only the south-eastern section of the tomb had been unearthed, since

no other area than the one leased in 1911 where the section is located had

been fully excavated. Therefore, the established stratigraphic relation between

the “base �9.3” and the tomb refers to the south-east section of the tomb, un-

covered in 1931. Although inadequate to provide complete data, such as a

ground plan or dimensions of “base �9.3”, its connection with the tomb sug-

gests that the both entities lay, more or less, at the same place – in the corner

between the south west profile of the area excavated 1911–1931 and the

south-east profile of trench P that was opened later (Vasi} 1936a: fig. 8).

Moreover, there is some, albeit somewhat contradictory, data concerning

the contents of “base �9.3” that seems to support the reconstruction of its exact

location. The “base �9.3”, or “house base at �9.3 m” is explicitly mentioned in

relation to the fragmented figurine No. 856 that “was found on the rectangular

base of the house at �9.3 m” (Vasi} 1932: 118). It is well known (cf. Jovanovi}

1984) that Vasi} paid most of his attention to small finds and carefully registered

the depth and unit in which the items had been found consistently, not only in

his publications, but also written on the objects themselves. However, in two

photographs of the figurine,4 that was previously said to have been found “on

the base of a house at �9.3 m”, Vasi}’s mark – “under base �9.3” can be seen

[emphasis added] (1932: T. 30, fig. 135a-b). The very same figurine, again said to
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have been “found under the base of a house at �9.3” was published four years

later in the volume on Vin~a figurines (Vasi} 1936b: 9, fig. 27).5

The contents of “base �9.3” also seem to encompass the fragment of a

prosopomorphic lid, a biconical bowl and an object of polished calcite. One

should bear in mind that “base �9.3” was unearthed in 1931, during the excava-

tion campaign that was particularly important for Vasi}, since the excavation of

the area leased in 1911 was completed and the most interesting and most impor-

tant discovery was made – on August 8th, 1931 – the tomb (see note 2).6 The

Field Notes 1931 report that on July 30th work was going on “in the layer of orig-

inal humus”. All small finds registered on that day bear the mark �9.1 m (Vasi}

1931: 111). The entry of August 1st reads: “We are still working in the layer

which is sterile everywhere but in the corner near oven �8.725. Here, where in

the afternoon a oven was found at �9.2 Mr. Braun finds pits created by house

beams (…) Together with the oven at �9.2 m, the following was also found on

the base at �9.3 m [emphasis added]: a) a fragment of prosopomorphic lid; b) a

fragment of a fossil of shellfish; c) a piece of petrified wood, partly polished in

preserved length of 8.7 cm; d) Brettspiel – an alabaster figurine, almost whole –

2.6 cm high; e) fragments of a cup with radial graphite ornaments on the outer

side” (Vasi} 1931: 112). This entry may be interpreted to mean that all the ob-

jects listed under a-e were found on the base at �9.3 m.

It seems obvious that “the base at �9.3” and the “oven at �9.2” represent

one, not two features, as one may infer from Vasi}’s later works (cf. 1932: 101;

idem 1948: 103), and that “holes created by beams at 9.3”, mentioned in his

study with caution (Vasi} 1948: 101), were actually located at the same spot

where “base �9.3” lay. In addition, the reference to oven �8.725 points closely

to the place where the remains of base �9.3 could have been found. That oven

was located north of base �7.850 (idem 1936a: fig. 210), which is shown in the

plan with above-ground structures. By comparing that plan with the plan show-

ing the rims of the “pit-dwelling” structures (ibid.: fig. 209), the conclusion can

be drawn that the oven lay above the northern section of the “ossuary”, or

more precisely above the northern section of the “dromos”.7 This indirectly

confirms that “base �9.3” lay above the tomb.

Further comparison between Vasi}’s Field Notes 1931 and his publica-

tions reveals a few more details. Luckily, most of the mentioned objects are ac-
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5 The same figurine is obviously associated with two different contexts. It is interesting to note

that that figurine was not published in Chapter “Terracotta from pit-dwelling structures”, but in the

following Chapter “Terracotta from layer �9.4–�8.0 m”. There is a certain contradictoriness con-

cerning the virgin soil and cultural layer: there is a remark that almost ideally horizontal virgin soil is

reached at the relative depth of 9.1–9.3 m, whereas simultaneously the content of the “cultural layer”

that lies under the loess surface (i.e. into the virgin soil), is presented.

6 Note that the tomb discovery was preceded by the excavation of “base �9.3”.

7 An absolute matching of those plans can not be made, despite they supposedly having been

drawn to the same scale.



companied with a short description and dimensions, and often with a drawing.

This allows reliable identification, even if there is a discrepancy between the

data related to the archaeological context, as is the case of the finds associated

with “base �9.3”. It is important that a fragment of prosopomorphic lid is men-

tioned – without a detailed description, dimensions or a drawing, though. Nev-

ertheless, it is likely to be identified with the published fragment which is said

to “have been found on the base at �9.3” (Vasi} 1936a: 68, fig. 106).8

The next item which can be positively identified, because it is accompa-

nied by a drawing, is a so-called Brettspiel – a figurine of “alabaster” which, ac-

cording to the publication (ibid.: 105, fig. 199), was located “under the base at

�9.3m”. This object of polished calcite is classified in the category of board

game figurines. The mark “base �9.3” can be seen in the picture (Vasi} 1936a:

105, fig. 199), but the mark on the object itself is not visible any more.

The last identified find from “base �9.3” is represented by “fragments of a

cup with radial graphite ornaments on the outer side”. Although those frag-

ments appear in the field notes without dimensions or drawings, they can be

recognized in the biconical bowl with polished ornaments bearing the mark

“base �9.3” (Vasi} 1936c: fig. 12). On the photograph of the “reliably restored

biconical bowl” there is a visible mark (loc. cit.).9

Judging from the quoted examples – which demonstrate that in this partic-

ular case the Field Notes 1931 and published data relate the very same objects

to different contexts – one could conclude that perhaps it may not have been

possible to define “base �9.3” precisely during the 1931 excavation and that, at

the time when the material was published, Vasi} was still not quite sure if the

“base �9.3” and “oven at �9.2” indeed represented the remains of an above-

-ground structure.

This assumption seems to be confirmed by the Field Notes 1931 that indi-

cate that by the end of the excavation Vasi} did not resolve his doubts about

the real function of “base �9.3”. The following was recorded on August 4th:

“�9.3 – the base around the oven at �9.2 has been examined. It leads to a

deeper section – that is to say a pit – pit dwelling” (Vasi} 1931: 116). As we

have already said, this is followed by a short list of the finds from the “pit – pit

dwelling”. The quoted note explains that it was a pit which most likely was not

easy to notice at the loess level. Pieces of daub (from the oven at �9.2 m?) are

probably secondary contents of the pit, like all other small finds noted there on

August 1st, 1931 and the following several days.

A record entered on August 5th, 1931 indicates that “base �9.3” was not

perceived as the remains of an above-ground structure, but rather as a pit
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is Vasi}’s mark visible on the published photos (Vasi} 1936a: fig.106).

9 Unfortunately, the bowl is now fragmented and the part with Vasi}’s mark is missing.



which had not been noted before that depth, although most probably its rim

laid in the “original humus” layer. The entry reads as follows: “Clearing of a

few suspicious places. Especially in a corner of the base at �9.3. Black soil ap-

pears in this base in the very corner of the excavated section. It is mixed with

fine lumps of baked earth and less frequent fragments of pottery” (Vasi} 1931:

116). It is obvious that this has to do with the pit referred to in the entry of the

previous day which was first defined under the level where daub assigned to

the “base at �9.3” appeared.

The following field notes entry of August 6th, 1931 confirms that excava-

tion, i.e. clearing of a sunken-in structure, was in progress: “Work on sketches

continued. Six workers worked on excavation of the spot at base �9.3 with the

same success and results as yesterday. Earth is being screened for fragments.

In the morning the following was found in that pit: Base �9.3 – body of a de-

capitated earthen statuette. Short, pierced stumps. Sculptured breasts. Pre-

served height 4.1 cm. Remark: Up to now the oldest pierced stumps were

found at �8 m. For the time being this item is the oldest one. It belongs to the

earliest layer; so consequently, the custom of tying a deity was known at Vin~a

from the establishment of this settlement” (Vasi} 1931: 117). In addition to the

description, a drawing in the margin helps to confirm the identification of this

figurine. The figurine can also be recognized in the publication in an item illus-

trated with the same photographs but accompanied with different information

concerning the context of the find (Vasi} 1932: 118; idem 1936b: 9). The field

notes entry made the same day also reads: “In the afternoon, at �10.29 in the

same pit under the base at �9.3, in black soil, a whole human mandible was

found” (idem 1931: 117).

The last entry in the Field Notes 1931 in which a reference to “base �9.3”

is made tells us that on August 7th a human skull was found at �10.70 m during

clearing of “the section – depression under base �9.3” (Vasi} 1931: 118). It

should be stressed that the field notes present the mandible and the skull as

the contents of the “pit”, i.e. the “depression under base �9.3”. However, the

studies on the tomb emphasize that – beside a skeleton at the bottom of the

grave pit – parts of skeletons in the so-called “dromos” and “outside the tomb”

were found at different depths, but no explanation for their appearance there

is given (Vasi} 1936a: 10). No further reference to base �9.3 is made in the

subsequent section of the Field Notes 1931 which describes works on the ex-

amination of the tomb.

All in all, the limited scope of available data concerning “base �9.3” hardly

seems to provide enough evidence that the “base” belongs to a rectangular

above-ground structure, especially since the existence of such a structure is

hardly to be expected in the “pit-dwelling layer”. The assumption that “base

�9.3” is actually a pit-dwelling, since it lacks the elements that characterize rect-

angular houses, is made by Koro{ec (1953: 10) who – due to Vasi}’s note on the
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stratigraphic relations between “base �9.3” and the tomb – argues that the

so-called “base �9.3” could have been part of a pit-dwelling Z that was later in

secondary use as a tomb. Although Koro{ec (1950) correctly pointed out that the

tomb can be assigned to Star~evo culture, he fails to note the difference between

the contents of the tomb and “base �9.3”. His assumption – that the very same

single structure is in question – is probably based on the view that all pits at

Vin~a contained material of both Star~evo and Vin~a cultures (idem 1953: 12).

Unlike the technical documentation, all Vasi}’s field notes from the

1911–1934 excavations are preserved. In spite of possible criticism of the manner

in which they were kept, they are of great importance for research on Vin~a and

represent an indispensable and sometimes the sole source of information.

DISCUSSION

By summing up all the information provided by the Field Notes 1931, it be-

comes clear that the only work done in the last few days of the campaign was

emptying of the pits dug into loess and the discovery of the skeletons in the

Star~evo tomb. The Field Notes 1931 undoubtedly suggest that the “base �9.3”

is only one of the pits which was, probably due to bigger pieces and higher daub

concentration at �9.2 m, prematurely marked as a “base” – a term which in

Vasi}’s work always implies a rectangular structure above the ground surface.

Although the Field Notes 1931, along with the entries describing field work,

also include Vasi}’s reflections and conclusions concerning the phenomena ob-

served during excavation and corrections of wrongly or imprecisely defined

finds, in the case of “base �9.2” this was not done – it was not renamed or cor-

rectly marked as a pit. The excitement over the discovery of the tomb with nine

skeletons may have redirected the focus, pushing the pit dilemma aside, but it

still remains unclear why in the later publication it was not renamed and con-

nected with the pits in the “layer with pit-dwelling structures” (Vasi} 1936a: 8).

Its measurements, the level at which the rim lay and the depth up to which

it was dug will remain unknown. Some elements seem to indicate the possibility

that “base �9.3” represents one of the most deeply dug pits. Parts of skeletons,

presented as the pit contents in the Field Notes 1931, but as the tomb contents

in Vasi}’s publication, were found above skeleton 1 at significantly higher levels

and at about the depths at which the bottoms of other pits at Vin~a were noted

(Vasi} 1932: fig. 8). Their occurrence at those depths, which cannot be inter-

preted as the pit contents but as a result of disturbance of the tomb while dig-

ging a later Vin~a pit, may at the same time indicate the depth up to which the

Vin~a pit was dug. The number and position of the undisturbed skeletons in the

Star~evo tomb below the pit confirms that it was not dug much deeper.

The small finds from the pit and the tomb also corroborate the assump-

tion that the Vin~a pit did not seriously disturb the Star~evo tomb. The finds in
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question are 93 pottery fragments with inscribed mark – “base �9.3” – which

now belong to the study-collection. Study of this material, kept in the Archaeo-

logical Collection of the Faculty of Philosophy in Belgrade and not mentioned

in the Field Notes or subsequent publications, reveals the typological features

which indisputably associate it with the finds from the deepest Vin~a layers, as

well as to the contents of the pits dug into the loess. By contrast, pottery from

the tomb, somewhat greater in quantity, displays completely different features,

clearly belonging to the Star~evo culture. It is possible that the outline of the

pit could not be precisely defined during the excavation, so presumably this led

to assigning of two Vin~a pottery fragments (i.e. from Vin~a culture pit) to the

contents of the Star~evo culture tomb (Letica 1968).

This detail seems also to be related to the contents of the second part of the

tomb, excavated in 1934 – the whole structure was then named “pit-dwelling Z”

(see note 2). There is no information as to whether any remains of a structure,

which could possibly be connected to “base �9.3”, were noted above the tomb

(i.e. “pit-dwelling Z”). Considering the contents of that particular section of

“pit-dwelling Z”, the possibility that the base was not wholly excavated in 1931

cannot be excluded (Vasi} 1934). Two Star~evo vessels and a small number of

pottery fragments can be seen as the expected contents of a tomb where bearers

of the Star~evo culture were buried, but the presence of five Vin~a-style figu-

rines in the tomb is difficult to explain (Vasi} 1936b: 18–22; Letica 1968). Given

the almost regular presence of such figurines in Vin~a pits, one cannot help

thinking that the figurines assigned to “pit-dwelling Z” actually came from a

later Vin~a pit dug into the Star~evo tomb. However, it should be noted that the

Field Notes of 1934 do not provide any indications regarding the existence of

such a Vin~a pit above “pit-dwelling Z”. In spite of this, the presumption that a

part of “base �9.3” was excavated in 1934 and that the Vin~a figurines should be

regarded as part of the contents of that pit seems well grounded.

The identification of the “base �9.3” feature is important for the better

understanding of the methodology applied by Vasi}. His field notes, not neces-

sarily always in accordance with his later publications, have proved to contain

important information about the small finds and the architectural structures

alike. Knowledge of the latter is a precondition for the proper reconstruction

of the dwelling horizons at Vin~a. Therefore, a careful reading of the field

notes and cross-referencing with the information available in Vasi}’s published

works seems necessary.

For instance, the Field Notes 1931 entries referring to this feature consis-

tently point out that it was “base �9.3” that was being excavated, but there is no

doubt that in the days preceding the discovery of the first whole skeleton in the

Star~evo tomb, “base �9.3” was being excavated and tentatively defined as any of

the previously excavated pits. If this understanding of the Field Notes 1931 entries

is correct, the question arises why this pit, documented by its contents and entries,

does not appear in Vasi}’s later publications. Furthermore, why is an above-
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-ground structure at �9.3 referred to at all – even in the form of sporadic and con-

tradictory remarks – when its existence is practically not confirmed?

In the case of “base �9.3 with the oven at �9.2” one can presume that what

Vasi} actually accentuates is rather the importance of “the kiln at �9.2”, since its

presence in the “pit-dwelling layer” may support his assumption that cinnabar

was processed even at the time when the first “pit-dwelling settlement” was

founded at Vin~a, and consequently suggests the conclusion concerning the pri-

mary reason for foundation of the Vin~a settlement. At this moment the main

reasons for leaving the pit under “base �9.3” out of the checklist and the archae-

ological plan of the pit-dwelling settlement seem likely to be found in Vasi}’s in-

terpretation of the “ossuary”, or more specifically in his statement that “in terms

of stratigraphy and chronology the ossuary with an entrance hall can be associ-

ated with the layer and period of pit-dwelling structures” (Vasi} 1931: 102). In

this context, although the chronological relations of the Star~evo tomb and the

so-called pit-dwellings have been partly resolved, it should be noted that recon-

struction of the stratigraphic position and contents of the pit under “base �9.3”

raises the possibility of their more comprehensive analysis. The Filed Notes 1931

show that above the Star~evo tomb there was a Vin~a pit, partly dug into it.

Since the digging of the pit had not seriously disturbed the contents of the

Star~evo tomb (pottery material was not mixed up and the skeletons at the bot-

tom of the pit were not disturbed at all), their chronological relation should be

looked into more carefully. Considering the lack of agreement on whether it is

in fact a Star~evo tomb, as well as its precise dating (Aran|elovi}-Gara{anin

1954: 22; Gara{anin 1979: 143; Gara{anin 1984: 21; Stalio 1984: 35), the

problem can hardly be solved without familiarization with the small finds from

both “base �9.3” and the tomb, that, unfortunately, still await publication.
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DUBRAVKA NIKOLI]

IDENTIFIKACIJA I LOKACIJA

„OSNOVE �9,3” NA VIN^I

Rezime

Najve}u pa`wu prilikom publikovawa rezultata istra`ivawa Vin~e

Vasi} je posvetio pokretnim nalazima, dok su gra|evinski objekti ostali u

drugom planu. Zbog toga se problem rekonstrukcije gra|evinskih, odnosno

stambenih horizonata u kulturnom sloju, koji je na nekim mestima debqi od 9

m, name}e kao jedan od osnovnih preduslova za celovito sagledavawe Vin~e.

Dosada{wi poku{aji rekonstrukcije predstavqaju, uglavnom, samo inter-
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pretaciju publikovane tehni~ke dokumentacije, svedene na nekoliko situa-

cionih planova i jedan profil. Uvid u nepublikovanu dokumentaciju, koja se

~uva u Narodnom muzeju i Arheolo{koj zbirci Filozofskog fakulteta u

Beogradu, pokazuje da i ona predstavqa izuzetno va`an, u nekim slu~ajevima

izgleda i va`niji, izvor informacija neophodnih za sagledavawe gra|evin-

skih horizonata na Vin~i. Bazirano na nepublikovanoj dokumentaciji, u~i-

wen je poku{aj tuma~ewa, utvr|ivawa polo`aja, izgleda i sadr`aja „osnove

�9,3”. Vasi}evi publikovani radovi pru`aju veoma malo relevantnih infor-

macija o „osnovi �9,3”, o ~ijem ta~nom polo`aju i izgledu prakti~no nema

gotovo nikakvih podataka. Na malobrojnim planovima i fotografijama ona

se ne mo`e prepoznati ni locirati. Iz sporadi~nih i uzgrednih napomena

mo`e se zakqu~iti da je taj objekat u stratigrafskom smislu u vezi sa

„kosturnicom”, odnosno „grobnicom sa dromosom” (oba termina su neodgo-

varaju}a, po{to je u pitawu jednostavna grobnica sa inhumiranim pokoj-

nicima), koja je na osnovu svog sadr`aja pripisana star~eva~koj kulturi.

Nasuprot tome, bele{ke u Dnevniku iskopavawa za 1931. godinu pru`aju

ne{to vi{e informacija. One pokazuju da se posledwih dana te istra`iva-

~ke kampawe radilo samo na pra`wewu jama ukopanih u les, a potom i na

otkrivawu skeleta u pomenutoj „grobnici sa dromosom”. Tako|e, one otkri-

vaju da „osnova �9,3” ne predstavqa nadzemni pravougaoni objekat, ve}

vin~ansku jamu delimi~no ukopanu u star~eva~ku grobnicu. Jama je, preura-

weno, verovatno zbog ve}ih komada ili ve}e koncentracije lepa na koti �9,2

m, ozna~ena kao osnova nadzemnog objekta. Wen polo`aj je u dnevniku na-

veden, odnosno, ka`e se da se taj objekat nalazi u blizini pe}i na �8,725 koja

je prikazana na publikovanom planu sa nadzemnim objektima. Dimenzije jame,

nivo na kome se nalazio obod i dubina do koje je bila ukopana ostaju

nepoznati. Vi{e elemenata ukazuje na mogu}nost da „osnova �9,3” zapravo

predstavqa jednu od najdubqe ukopanih jama. Na to upu}uje ~iwenica da su

delovi skeleta koji se u terenskom dnevniku pomiwu kao sadr`aj jame – dok

su u Vasi}evim radovima navedeni kao sadr`aj grobnice – na|eni znatno

iznad skeleta br. 1, na dubinama na kojima su, pribli`no, konstatovana dna

ostalih vin~anskih jama. Delovi skeleta na tim dubinama, koji bi se mogli

objasniti ne kao sadr`aj jame, ve} kao posledica poreme}aja grobnice pri-

likom ukopavawa mla|e, vin~anske jame, istovremeno bi ukazivali i na

dubinu do koje je vin~anska jama ukopana. Da ona nije bila ukopana dubqe,

svedo~e polo`aj i broj neporeme}enih skeleta u star~eva~koj grobnici

ispod we. Na primeru „osnove �9,3” o~ito je da }e formirawe jasnije

arheolo{ke slike uslediti tek publikovawem sitnih nalaza i kriti~kim

ukr{tawem informacija sa podacima iz terenskih dnevnika i objavqenih

radova.
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